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Abstract 

 
Mobility and using smartphones and tablets as replacement of laptops are getting to be 

increasingly vital for enterprises and accordingly bring new concerns from different 

perspective for both companies and individuals. To achieve enterprise mobility 

companies needs to ensure that the mobile equipment are always connected, complies 

with security policy in a safe and protected path toward being productivity and 

efficiency. To approach these purposes Mobile Device Management (MDM) was 

created few years back in order to not only secure enterprises information but 

additionally manage user’s activities and equipment. However there is no general 

methodology to define criteria weight for these systems and rather depends on different 

enterprise policy. One primary issue here is availability of many MDM solutions in 

market and several difficulties to compare them together and meanwhile most of 

comparison documents limited based on white papers of providers which mostly 

designed for commercial market purposes. This thesis will come up with a list of 

important properties for MDM solutions and evaluate several of solutions as well as 

categorizing all available criteria in this area. Second part of thesis is a case study of 

choosing proper MDM solution for two different scenarios and give recommendations 

on what products to utilize relying upon what sort of association you have. In order to 

achieve this, strong analytical methods are required to compare existing services and 

sharper eye from security perspective toward the applications.  

 

Keywords: Enterprise Mobility, MDM, Security, Mobile Management criteria, mobile 

devices 
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1 Introduction 

Mobile devices usually need to support multiple security objectives: confidentiality, 

integrity and availability. To achieve these purposes, mobile devices should be secured 

against a variety of threats. The purpose of this thesis is to help organizations to 

understand how manage and secure mobile devices with Mobile Device Management 

(MDM) applications. In this thesis we provide recommendations to how to choose and 

implement best Mobile Device Management based on your organization, furthermore 

we explain the security concerns inherent in mobile devices use and provide 

recommendations for securing mobile devices throughout MDM application. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

With increasing range of using mobile devices in enterprises market, organizations need 

reliable solution like Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution for maintain 

security, reduction costs and guarantee reliability with company's policy. 

Not just organizations challenged with choosing the proper MDM supplier, there are 

additionally increasing number of individuals who start considering this solution for 

managing their devices. As illustrated in Appendix 1, the problem is not lack of 

products in this area but rather what different products can offer users and help them to 

understand what product is best fit for their needed. There are several terms to 

implement these strategies for companies, for example, hosted, managed services, Saas, 

on demand, cloud computing and outsourced. These terms and their functionality could 

be confusing and another challenge for enterprises and individuals. 

 In this report we try to categorize most of criteria in this area and introducing 

reliable solution to compare different application to choose best solution for 

organization. 

1.2 Motivation 

Enterprise Mobility (EM) is customizing wireless mobile devices with essential 

business purpose applications to achieve better result for business. In enterprises, 

employees use private wireless devices for checking daily emails or working with 

different enterprise projects, confidential documents or meeting reports. These 

functionalities are most popular employer’s activities within enterprises that employees 

may develop their enterprises in order to let individual use their own devices. However 

every organization may have different reasons for using Bring Your Own Device 

(BYOD) program to utilizing wireless devices that may be helpful and relies on upon 

their business.[1] 

Usage of these solutions and BYOD program for enterprises had some disadvantage 

like risk of leakage off confidential or misusing the device. All risks of using BYOD 

program in mobile solution are not clear hence, in order to understand the necessity, the 

risks should be investigated and is not only concerning security but there are different 

risks and threats that they ought to shield and control. In order that we start considering 

the difference of Mobile Device Management (MDM) systems in order to not only for 

security issues also manages employee’s activities and hardware of the mobile devices. 

For this matter we need methodology of picking the best MDM for organizations in 

order to address their policy and ensuring their classified information is getting safer 

while loads of MDM supplier in the business asserting give the best administrations that 

are required by them. 
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1.3 Limitation  

In this thesis I needed to gather information from both MDM solutions and customers’ 

requirements but most of available documents regarding choosing MDM are 

commercial documents produced by related providers which basically aiming to show 

off their functionality and another problem to have such a document is, most of these 

applications are not free and cost a lot for individuals to provide proper evaluation. 

- Also surveys about customers requirement and their knowledge about MDM are 

problematic in that people who struggle with real or perceived time constraints 

are less likely to respond to surveys because these possible respondents feel 

overworked they just do not have the time to complete the survey. The people 

who were approached to take this survey were all had limited knowledge about 

MDM technology and their functionality. 

- The response rate is low. At the time of starting this survey there were 23 

companies in total that the initial result were around 4. This is a response rate of 

around 17%. A low response rate reduces confidence in the data and reliability 

for further analyzing and generally cannot provide strong evidence of cause and 

effect. 

1.4 Report Structure  

In this thesis we reviews definition of mobile devices in chapter 2 and continue 

introducing different type of managing system of mobile devices in chapter 3. In 

chapter 4 we will have introduction of different important categories of Mobile Device 

Management (MDM) criteria. 

In chapter 5 there are several methods presented as the multi decision criteria to help 

the organizations to pick the best solution between diverse choices with distinctive 

capacities. Subsequently, the related techniques are researched by this thesis that would 

be utilized to make the determination between 53 the MDM choices. 

Hence I start using latest reliable statistic of usage different technologies regarding 

my topic in thesis for analyzing. In chapter 6 we will work on process to how define 

different criteria based on defined scenarios. This thesis introduces two scenarios and 

shows how to define different weight for each MDM criteria and accordingly we will 

choose proper MDM solutions. This thesis will conclude all observation of our research 

about different solution in chapter 7 as a result.  
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2 Mobile Devices Security 

Mobile Device Security is the protection of portable devices from threats and 

vulnerabilities associated with wireless computing. Protecting mobile devices has 

become increasingly significant concern recently as the amounts of the devices in use 

have expanded really fast. 

According Ericsson mobility research, there will be 5.6 billion smartphone 

subscriptions by the end of 2019 hence they will be more sources of new threats indeed. 

Smartphones collect various amount of important information and access must be 

controlled to protect the privacy of the user and the valuable data of the company.[2], 

[3] 

2.1 Definition of Mobile Device 

In this subsection we will review pre-defined characteristic of mobile devices based on 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) official definition guideline 

as follows: 

 A small form element. 

 At least one wireless network interface for communication that uses Wi-Fi, 

cellular networking, or other technologies that connect the mobile device to 

network infrastructures with Internet connectivity. 

 At least one non-removable data storage. 

 An operating system that is runnable in device. 

 Having applications or availability to install them through different method online 

or offline. 

 Synchronization capability for internal data with a remote location like desktop or 

any servers.[4] 

2.2 Mobile Device Usage 

We previously mentioned about increasing mobile device usage and replacement of 

them instead of computers. Global smartphone penetration in Ericsson forecasts that by 

2019, there will be nearly 5.6 billion smartphone subscriptions. In Figure 2.1 you will 

see forecast shows that in 2019 there will be 9.4 billion mobile subscriptions in globe 

which 5.6 billion of them or around 60% will be related to a smartphone, according to 

new research by Ericsson. If we reach to this number based on mentioned research, that 

means we are heading to see enormous growth of the smartphone in the developing 

world. [5] 
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 Figure 2.1 : Ericsson Mobility Report [3]  

Beside grows of usage mobile devices, their technology and functionality increases 

really fast as well and users acquire technological advances in mobile device processing 

accordingly. The increase of mobile device use and capabilities has also improved their 

ability for misuses and accordingly escalating their overall security risk to the 

companies. 

In  Figure 2.2 you will see smartphones users forecast by region in globe till 2024 

which we will have biggest grows of usage of smartphones in Asia Pacific (APAC) 

countries and Africa middle east regions with more than 6 times grows .[6] 

This statistic of usage smartphones shows requisiteness demand of proper 

management system for mobile devices more than anytime.   
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Figure 2.2: smartphones users forecast by region Postmodern computing 2014[7] 

2.3 Mobile Device Threats 

Mobile devices threats and attacks are increasing almost same speed of increasing 

mobile devices. For example different type of malicious software which is referred to as 

malware on mobile devices increased by 155 percent in 2011, while mobile device 

security vulnerabilities increased by 93 percent in 2011. For instance speed of 

increasing smartphones based on Figure 2 between 2011 till 2012 was around 70% but 

over same period, mobile malware variants increased from 14,000 to 40,000 which is 

280%. In this chapter we will count some of common known threats and attacks 

between mobile devices.[8] 

2.3.1 Sources of Mobile Threats 

Mobile devices face a variety of computerized security threats. These threats can be 

accidental or planned. Accidental threats can be produced by software upgrades or 

faulty equipment that accidentally disrupts systems. Planned threats attack from a 

diversity of sources like, cyber hackers or terrorists. These threat sources vary in terms 

of the capabilities of the actors, their eagerness to act, and their reasons, which can 

include financial achievement or political benefit, among others. For instance, cyber 

criminals are using numerous attack methods to access sensitive information stored and 

transmitted by mobile devices.[8] 

In general groups and individuals that are considered as source of threats for Mobile 

devices are divided in 5 types which are:  

 Botnet Operators 

 Cyber Criminals 

 Foreign government 
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 Hackers 

 Terrorists 

In Appendix 11 you can find for more description about mentioned sources of 

mobile threats. 

2.3.2 Common Mobile Device Attacks 

Common Mobile Device Attacks generally can be divided through four different 

channels of activities which we will discuss briefly in this subsection: [8] 

Software downloads 

Malicious applications could be masked as a game or update patches, which is available 

for download by unsuspicious users and provides the means for unauthorized users to 

gain unauthorized use of mobile devices and access to private information or system 

resources on mobile devices.  

Visiting a malicious website  

When a user visits malicious websites might spontaneously download malware to a 

mobile device. Sometimes, the user needs to do something like clicking on external link 

to download the application, although in other cases the application could download 

automatically.  

Direct attack through the communication network 

Sometimes attacks attempt to interrupt communications to device in order to increase 

unauthorized usage of mobile devices and approach to sensitive information.  

Physical attacks 

Unapproved persons can have access to missing or stolen devices, and illegal use of 

mobile devices and have access sensitive information saved on the device.  

In below you can see list of common mobile attacks for mobile devices. In Appendix 12 

you can find more information about these attacks. [8] 

 Browser exploits 

 Data interception  

 Keystroke logging  

 Malware 

 Unauthorized location tracking  

 Network exploits  

 Phishing 

 Spamming  

 Spoofing  

 Theft/loss  

 Zero-day exploit  

2.3.3 Common Vulnerabilities Facilitate Attacks 

Mobile devices are liable to various security vulnerabilities, including not having proper 

password safety, the failure to catch malware, and working frameworks that are not 

stayed up with the most recent security patches. While not a far reaching list of all 

conceivable vulnerabilities, the accompanying 10 vulnerabilities might be found on all 

mobile platforms. [9] 
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Passwords disable 

Mobile devices regularly need passwords to verify clients and control access to 

information in devices. Most of devices have the specialized capacity to use passwords, 

personal identification numbers (PIN), or different type of screen locks for validation. 

Some mobile devices also capable of different biometric features like finger print and 

face recognition for verification. On the other hand, different surveys show that users 

infrequently apply for these features. Also, if clients decide to start using these features 

like password and pin code, they will utilize their equipment with really simple code 

like 1234 or 0000 which can be easily determined. Without securing equipment with 

passwords or PINs, it will be big risk that stolen or lost device’s data could be used by 

unauthorized individuals or organizations. 

Two-factor authentication disable  

According to studies, customers often use static passwords regularly instead of two-

factor authentication when conducting online sensitive transactions while using their 

devices. Using static passwords for confirmation has security disadvantages: passwords 

might be speculated, recorded and stolen, or listened secretly. Two-factor authentication 

has better security aspect that statistic password and pin code when is coming to use for 

important information. Two-factor states to a verification system that users need to 

authenticate using at least two different “factors” which is consider as (what you know, 

what you have, what you are) before being approved admission. In some two-factor 

authentication structures wireless devices also could be used as a second factor for 

authentication. These devices can be function as a code generator or receiver for code as 

text message. Without two-factor authentication it will be big risk that stolen or lost 

device’s data could be used by unauthorized individuals or organizations.[9] 

Not encrypted wireless 

Data, for example, messages sent by a cell phone is normally not encrypted while in 

transferring. Also numerous applications don't encrypt the information they transmit 

and get from the system, making it simple for the information to be caught. 

Malware in mobile devices  

Users may download applications that contain malware. They download malware 

unknowingly in light of the fact that it could be masked as an amusement or other useful 

application. It is troublesome for clients to differentiate between a certified and secure 

application and one containing malware. 

Security Programs in mobile devices  

Numerous cell phones do not come preinstalled with security programming to secure 

against different type of attack or viruses. Further, when you are buying new mobile 

devices generally they do not have preinstalled security software. One of the reason that 

provider does not support their equipment with security application is straight effect of 

them battery life of device or effect on operating system functionality. But we should be 

aware of the risk of different attacks like viruses, spam and Trojans with not providing 

proper protection method for our devices.  

Not updated operating systems 

Different update packages for operating systems in wireless devices are not often 

installed or not updated. It can take really long time before these updated provided for 

users. Each update patch is developed by operating system developers and should pass 

different gateway for processing till user able to install them on their devices. For 

instance when Google is developing new update patch for their Android OS each carrier 
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of telecommunication companies should test it and after approval transmit those updates 

to costumers. Meanwhile testing process in carrier companies may takes long time for 

modification their devices with new platform update. In other hand there are many 

manufactures that stop updating devices older than two years for their updating patches 

release. Clearly not everyone changing their devices every two years and hence their 

devices will be in high risk of different type of vulnerabilities. 

Not updated applications 

As we discussed related to vulnerability operating system update patches, other security 

patches for different installed applications are not always updated and released on time. 

Furthermore, these applications like web browsers, do not usually notify users update 

availability. Mobile browser are not usually get updated like traditional browsers which 

increase the risk of vulnerabilities with these devices.  

Not limited Internet connections 

Most of wireless devices do not have firewall configuration by default to protect their 

connection. When communication starts, it uses different communication ports without 

imitation. Hackers can use these ports as gateway to get access your devices easily if 

they are not secured. Firewalls are best protection for these ports and with assigning 

specific ports will provide permission for device to communicate with other devices 

securely. They will do that with controlling incoming and outgoing traffic and have 

functionality to block or permit based on different rules. Without firewalls it will be big 

risk that misused your information through unsecured open. 

Unauthorized modifications 

There are some terms like jailbreaking or rooting that identified unauthorized 

modification for mobile devices to customize some additional features that can effect 

security risks for these devices. With this feature users can have direct access to 

operating system of their devices which will misused by installation of unauthorized 

application or changing defined mobile carrier. We have to notice that there are some 

users also to jailbreaking or rooting their devices in order to use more security 

applications like firewalls or antiviruses which will be helpful to protect devices. But in 

most of cases, users increasing security risks and vulnerability by modification their 

operating system configuration that was established by the manufacturer. Therefore they 

have less protection against inadvertently installing malware. Further, modified devices 

cannot receive updates patches including security update from provider. 

Not secure transmission channels  

With open connections like Bluetooth discovery mode (which permits devices to 

discoverable by other devices that using same communication) attackers can have 

access to devices though connection and misusing different functionality of your 

devices like webcam, microphone or stealing sensitive information. Another unsecure 

channel is unauthorized Wi-Fi connections. For example there is attack that abuses the 

Wi-Fi connection is called man-in-the-middle, which an attacker connecting himself in 

the middle of the communication stream and takes your valuable information.[9] 
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3 Enterprise Mobility Management  

Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) is process with different technology in order 

to managing mobile devices through specific wireless connection. This technology 

considers three different areas as connectivity, visibility and control. To achieve 

mentioned target IT department should provide secure connection for their user with 

reliable access and performance.    

A lot of organization still working with traditional way of communication such as 

paper with accrue lot of trouble for enterprises and decrease productivity. EMM is 

something that increase management of overall deployment.[10] 

3.1 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 

As we discuss in chapter one, quantity of cell phones is expanding, they are turning into 

the essential device and replacement of other devices like laptops and PC. Smartphones 

are more popular between users for daily activities and users becoming more attached to 

their devices every day. This reason makes it difficult to convince them to switch to 

another device. effectiveness and cost saving are two fundamental behind the idea of 

bring your own device (BYOD).[11] 

Based on recent research 83% of adult population in U.S has private telephone and 

42% of these phones are smartphones which can be used in BYOD program. Several 

commercial companies have benefit of this program and started integrating BYOD 

program in their organizations’ structure. They recognize that the decrease of hardware 

budgets is a major advantage. Based on mentioned research 95% companies allowed 

bringing personal smart phones to their employees in 2012.[11]–[13] 

The Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) movement is popular today in any size 

organizations across all businesses. It allows employers and IT to increase efficiency 

and bring more employee satisfaction, decrease operational costs, adapting more 

quickly, and more other reasonable benefit. This program provides cooperative 

teamwork in any time and place for workers who expect to be productive either in their 

own places or company. Furthermore, BYOD allows employees to attain a stream of 

data and access to all applications in their devices; it is not matter if these devices are 

belonging to employees or organization. BYOD bring new challenges for IT to secure 

and manage many variety of wireless equipment that was basic thought of making 

Mobile Device Management which we will discuss in chapter 3.2. [14] 

3.2 Mobile Device Management (MDM) 

Mobile device management (MDM) is an application that enterprise administration 

department can use for monitoring, manage and secure workers' wireless devices that 

are registered across several mobile service suppliers and being used in 

organization..[15]  

Most of MDM applications offer the following purposes: software distribution, 

policy management, security management or enrollments of devices. Most of these 

management applications allow enterprises to be able to deliver endways security to 

their wireless devices, applications and data just using one software. While there are 

some of these MDM applications that provide more advance management access for 

their management system.[16]

MDM solutions are presented by almost more than 50 suppliers with different 

functionality in marketplace. Competition in market for MDM is getting relatively 

tough for different management solutions and tools. Three different potentials 

characteristics that a MDM solution helps to improves in an enterprise are: 

http://www.webopedia.com/quick_ref/mobile_OS.asp
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 Security: MDM technologies have an ability to manage the network that wireless 

devices operate and communicate. For instance, when is coming to security 

perspective and execution environment, MDM are really good solution to handle 

of data encryption, authentication both with single authentication or active 

directory, limiting software or their functionality and separate the mobile 

applications from each other. Another perspective that we can mention is VPN 

connections that are supported for communication though specific secure 

tunnels. 

 Deployment: Another aspect of MDM functionality is dealing with the problems 

surrounding deployment of devices and their applications or updating them. 

Usually, this feature contains users self-registering capabilities, e.g. MDM 

server sends an confirmation e-mail to the employer included a link that they can 

use to deploy a desire company application on their mobile device. 

 Costs: one of the most important aspects of MDM for companies is target to 

decrease operational budgets with providing various functionalities. For 

example, some MDMs provide decrease costs with using certain data or voice 

plans, providing the capacity to optimize as well. Another functionality they can 

do is defining policies for different type of mobile devices group, thus 

expressively brining management costs down.  

The three attribute we mentioned above are most quality attributes that delivered by 

MDM applications, which is particularly different from the development perspective. 

Therefore, in this thesis when we are looking at requirements to evaluate these solutions 

we will consider both perspectives. [16] 

3.2.1 Mobile Device Management Architecture 

Most of MDM supplier has their own server structural design but they have lot of 

common functionalities like each specific device should registered into the system must 

follow an authentication process. A secured and encrypted link is then established 

between a registered device and the MDM server allowing all traffic passed though 

MDM gateway server. After successful authentication mobile devices start working 

with MDM server. Next step is collecting information from registered devices though 

MDM server likes compatible applications or communication setting in device. Most of 

the MDM solutions provide user friendly customizable dashboards for administrators to 

manage all the registered devices in the network. [17]  

3.2.2 Mobile Device Management Security Objectives 

Companies with choosing proper MDM helping their organization to protect from 

different type of threats present inside the mobile infrastructure. Defending important 

MDM system modules through suitable network security and a protected physical site is 

vital. The operating systems exist in on MDM system mechanisms must obtain regular 

updates to protect weaknesses and disable useless services. 

Enterprises need select MDM system administrators wisely. MDM systems must 

detention and track any treats and permit for updates to the system to repair 

defenselessness and faults in performance. 

Another security perspective of MDM systems is safety data from unapproved 

observing, obliteration, or modification. One way to protection data transmitted with 

MDM is by using VPN or secure communications channels between different parts of 

system. Another issue is secure registration of users that every MDM solution should 

provide this functionality for their users. And just approved users on system can obtain 

the MDM agent over a secure channel. 
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When an employer is registered in the MDM system and their device contains the 

MDM manager, proper authentication system should be implement to appropriately 

authenticate and device activity. If authentication process fails for any reason, other 

functionality in system should be declined by MDM server. Only approved 

administrator can have authority to change setting any setting for MDM system. 

Another functionality for MDM system administrators is receiving all user activity to 

monitor for unauthorized action. 

Servers must be able to remotely update security patches for devices and limit access 

if they are not authorizing anymore. Worker and serviceable data must be fully removed 

from MDM system server zones after a session is ended. Only applications that pre-

defined from before can be installed on devices. Furthermore, servers have a duty to 

also cover some sort of malware protection. Even sometimes hacker start attacking 

MDM server first instead of mobile devices and any change or elimination of the MDM 

component should be noticeable by the MDM server. [17] 

3.2.3 Pros and Cons of Using MDM 

Mobile Device Management gives an approach to control and oversee devices in a safe 

manner that is basically popular for organizations even with little and medium estimated 

of worker. The greater part of the organizations with even little security thought are 

intrigued to utilize MDM advances to control their armada of cell phones and their 

portable devices. Organizations can get the focal points of MDM and permit 

representatives to get to corporate email, discriminating business application and 

information, also utilizing representative's devices let organization's specialists to be 

more profitable and successful. 

Mobile devices could be monitor from any place, whereas client is getting to the data 

with virtual private secure network tunnel. Associations are in less risk and employees 

can work with devices without worrying about losing information or device. 

MDM functionality helps associations to have ability to control all applications 

updates and filtering system with controlled report system. One of the best advantages 

of the MDM is that they could be executed for numerous operating systems in 

marketplace that are frequently used by the employers and employees so the businesses 

would not be concern about the mobile platforms of the personnel. 

Utilizing MDM solutions not just develop enterprise devices with latest security 

standards, it also let the employees to work at whatever time from any place that they 

need to work for the organizations. It brings higher work environment gainfulness and 

now and again worker fulfillment. In the other hand letting the workers to utilize their 

devices bring the organizations expense profit in their speculation; they do not need to 

purchase cell phones for each worker any longer. 

There are numerous disadvantages for worker that utilizing the MDM as a part of 

their mobility; they are not free as before to download any applications and in a few 

ways controlling their device is not in their control anymore. These objection 

incorporate the associations that permit the worker to bring their devices, a few 

organizations do not let to utilize their own particular devise within work area. The 

majority of the clients do not like to be checked and controlled. An alternate grumble 

from the workers is, they are accessible all over the place .e.g. when one employee is 

not in his office and staying another place like restaurant, administrator can easily has 

access to find place and their wireless warning notice them another work request.  

Generally useful of big business portability is rely on upon the web as a foundation, 

so in nature's domain without any web association the worker is not ready to interface 

with corporate information and work. One more disadvantage of MDM apparatuses is 
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the reliance of organization to the third party, the organization business will be rely on 

upon the MDM market which will not be convincing for some organizations. 

3.2.4 MDM solutions 

In this thesis we realized all of MDM suppliers are not developed every criteria in this 

area that we need in market. The most famous suppliers were chosen for further 

examination. In this process vast quantities of MDM suppliers were found, this thesis 

concentrated on 53 of them that are more competent in today's business. In this thesis 53 

MDM suppliers are presented which you can find list of them in Appendix 1. We will in 

chapter 4 describe the requirements and capabilities of different criteria, and thereafter 

we will analyze different prioritization solution accordingly in chapter 5. 

3.3 Mobile Application Management (MAM) 

Mobile Application Management is the conveyance and organization of big business 

programming to end clients' corporate and individual cell phones and tablets.  

Enterprise mobile application management has been determined by the far reaching 

selection and utilization of versatile applications all hands on enterprises settings. In 

2010 International Data Corporation reported that cell phone use in the work 

environment will be increased somewhere around 2009 and 2014 more than twice 

which has been proved based on statistic we discussed in chapter 1. 

MAM applications support with software distribution, licensing, pattern, and usage 

statistic. Several MAM applications can also match type of devices to IT-defined rules 

and limit how corporate data can be united between device applications. A significant 

obligation for MAM software is that it delivers company network administrators with 

the capability to wipe shared applications and data from worker’s device remotely.[18], 

[19] 

3.4 Mobile Information Management (MIM) 

Mobile Information Management or MIM is saving important data in cloud setups. 

These days many businesses are using MIM to store locally within the securities of the 

association. In this case, the information would be kept within the corporation with the 

same monitoring and security mechanisms. 

Pros 

 Centralized area for data. 

 Ability to have data from any mobile device and share between them with any 

operating systems and platforms. 

Cons 

 Security around the data is an obscure. 

 Ability to apply controls gets to be essentially troublesome. 

 monitoring gets to be essentially problematic.[20]  
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4 Criteria for MDM 

Each association has unique infrastructure and administration needs. As being what is 

indicated, each one will have distinctive explanations behind selecting a specific 

method for Management.  

There are a couple of contemplations that all associations ought to consider when 

selecting a Mobile Device Management solution for device management. 

Before selecting legitimate MDM we have to classify all criteria in this field. For this 

purpose we have to consider objective of each criteria and unite them in common 

attribute category that providers offer. This thesis classifies all criteria in six groups, 

based on the given table in Appendix 2. 

 Device Platform 

 Security 

 Software management 

 Maintenance 

 Device Management 

 Policy Management 

4.1 Device Platform 

This part is identified with scope of supported OS platform. Android heads the 

operating systems of smartphones in the work environment with most elevated offers of 

clients. Apple iOS is following after Android and it seems iOS operating system has 

improved with smooth level after 2011 and at same time Symbian popularity has 

decreased as indicated in the Figure7.[21] 

 
Figure 4.1: World Wide Smartphone Sales (thousands of Units) [22] 

In this thesis we mention following Operating systems criteria in Device Platform 

category:  
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 Apple Desktop 

This Operating framework has known as OS X is an arrangement of Unix-based 

graphical interface working frameworks created by Apple Inc. It is intended to 

run on Mac machines, having been preinstalled on all Macs since 2002.[22] 

 Linux Desktop 

This machine working framework gathered under the model of free and open 

source programming improvement and dispersion. The characterizing part of 

Linux is the Linux portion, a working framework piece initially discharged on 5 

October 1991 by Linus Torvalds.[23] 

 Apple iOS 

iOS is from Apple Inc and It has second biggest introduced build worldwide 

with respect to cell phones after Android. It is shut source and enrolled and 

based on open source Darwin center OS. The Apple iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad 

and second-era Apple TV all utilize this working framework[24] 

 Appliance 

Software appliance is a product application that may be joined together with 

simply enough working framework (Jeos) for it to run ideally on industry 

standard equipment (normally a server) or in a virtual machines.[25] 

 Windows OS 
Microsoft Windows is an arrangement of graphical interface working 

frameworks created, advertised, and sold by Microsoft. Microsoft presented a 

working environment named Windows on November 20, 1985 as a graphical 

working framework shell for MS-DOS in light of the developing enthusiasm 

toward graphical client interfaces.[26] 

 Windows phone 

Windows Phone is from Microsoft. It is shut source and restrictive. It has third 

biggest introduced base on cell phones behind Android and iOS. On February 

15, 2010, Microsoft revealed its cutting edge portable OS, Windows Phone.[24] 

 Android 

Android is from Google Inc. It has the biggest introduced build worldwide in 

light of cell phones. The greater part of Android is free and open source yet a lot 

of programming on Android gadgets, for example, Play Store, Google Play and 

Google Music are exclusive and authorized.[24] 

 Symbian 

Symbian stage was produced by Nokia for specific models of cell phones. It is 

enlisted programming. The working framework was stopped in 2012, in spite of 

the fact that a thinned down variant for fundamental telephones was still created 

until July 2014. Microsoft authoritatively retired the stage for Windows Phone 

after the obtaining of Nokia.[24] 

 BlackBerry  
It is shut source and restrictive. It is utilized generally by Government 

representatives. Blackberry 10 is the cutting edge stage for Blackberry cell 

phones and tablets. All telephones and tablets are fabricated by Blackberry itself. 
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One of the predominant stages on the planet, its worldwide piece of the overall 

industry has been lessened to short of what 1% in late 2014.[24] 

4.2 Security 

Security in cell phones is situated of components to ensure of frameworks to guarantee 

corporate data on a contraption, corporate backend skeletons and protection consistence 

with regulations. I have differentiated criteria in this section focused around beneath 

attributes: 

 Data Encryption (Local, Media, Mail, Core) 
Encryption is the methodology of changing over information into a mix 

arrangement that is revocable with the utilization of a security key or secret 

word. We can scramble distinctive information in Mobile devices, for example, 

Mail or neighborhood records that we have in our devices. 

 Device Lock 

Device Lock associated with being left opened in an unsecured area. 

 Remote wipe 

Remote wipe is a security emphasize that permits a system executive or gadget 

holder to send a charge to a registering gadget and erase information. 

 Audit trail/logging report 

Is record that show that has get access to a machine framework and what 

activities he or she has performed amid a given time of time. Review trails are 

valuable both for keeping up security and for recouping lost data. 

 PKI certificate 

A public key infrastructure (PKI) is a framework for the making, pressing, and 

conveyance of computerized endorsements which are utilized to confirm that a 

specific open key fits in with a certain element. The PKI creates advanced 

endorsements which delineate keys to elements, safely stores these declarations 

in a focal store and disavows them if needed.[27] 

 Geo-Fencing 

Geo-fencing (geofencing) is a gimmick in a product program that uses the 

worldwide situating framework (GPS) or radio recurrence ID (RFID) to describe 

topographical limits. A geo-wall is a virtual obstruction.[28] 

 Server in DMZ 

In machine security DMZ is a physical or sensible sub organize that fathoms 

association's outside administrations to a bigger and untrusted system which is 

normally the Internet. [29] 

 Black / White Applications 

This is ability that MDM included in application administration to let certain 

oblige business applications work and boycott different applications. 

 Setting Complex password policy 

MDM executives can implement secret word arrangements including 

alphanumeric passwords or numeric Pins crosswise over gadgets. 
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 Firewall 

Firewalls have a noteworthy part of an endeavor's structure and are the main 

component that can control and screen action on the system at all layers. This 

ability to screen all levels of movement might be leveraged by chairman past the 

MDM stage. 

 Antivirus 

Antivirus for Mobile Security offers security against versatile information 

misfortune and dangers that target cell phones and tablets. 

 Mobile VPN 

A mobile virtual private network or mobile VPN A portable virtual private 

system or versatile VPN conveys cell phones with access with assets and 

programming applications on asset system.  

Portable VPNs are utilized within circumstances that representatives need to 

keep application sessions open at all times..[30] 

 Secure Distribution of Patches, Updates 

Security redesigns that are essential to guaranteeing organizations gadgets. 

These overhauls join working frameworks and application updates.[31] 

 Fail-over 

This peculiarity screen and accessibility of the essential usefulness utilizing with 

predefined execution structure. In the event that parameters call attention to that 

the urgent occasion is not executing not surprisingly, failover of gadget 

administration turn to the standby occurrence. 

 App protection 

Application security anticipates powerlessness in the security strategy of an 

application or the underlying framework. 

 Network Service Management  

Network service management service simplifies configuration, supply, 

troubleshooting and monitoring networks. This service offer a broad set of 

network management tools for the network and its features. 

 Two-factorAuthentication 

This peculiarity is a technique including two resulting however reliant steps to 

check the personality of an element that requesting to get to administrations in 

mobile devices. 

 Server Load Balancing 

Load balancing is a peculiarity that appropriates approaching movement among 

MDM servers facilitating consistent application content. By leveling application 

asks for crosswise over various servers, a heap balancer keeps any application 

server from transforming into one reason for disappointment. 

4.3 Software Management 

This category includes features that focus on application management that provides a 

lower step of control over the device, but a higher level of management in applications. 

In this thesis we have divided criteria in this section based on the attributes below, since 
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most of these attributes are included in the process of installation or updating different 

software in user accounts: 

 Application downloader 

 Operating system Update support 

 Background synchronization 

 Application  patches/fixes/updates 

 Application discovery 

 File distribution 

4.4 Maintenance 

This part mainly divided by services that MDM Company provide it for management 

and delivery solutions to clients. These criteria indicate how providers offer different 

methods to deliver their products and manage service support. This thesis gather criteria 

in this section based on below attributes: 

 Delivery model 

 free trial 

 Service usage management 

 24x7 help desk 

 Alerting 

 Price  

4.4.1 Delivery model 

In this segment we will have clarification about distinctive sort of conveyance model in 

Mobile Device Management results. MDMs could be sent on-premise or as cloud-based 

administration. On-reason establishment would require in-house ability and assets for 

support and inconvenience shooting while cloud-based result would make you totally 

solid on merchant's capacity and administrations.[16] 

Premise-based  

With a premise-based, all servers are finding at customer place and are kept up as a 

segment of customer wander. For this situation MDM result incorporated all fittings and 

programming kept up by client endeavor and is normally seen as a capital cost. Client 

may keep up control of the servers and keep up their security. This alternative may 

likewise be talked about to as on-reason or in-house and normally needs a higher, one-

time permit charge or discretionary yearly upkeep.  

For this system undertakings ought to begin asking themselves that for what valid 

reason they need to control all piece of their MDM results. Normally focused around 

size of organization or great paramount data in big business makes organizations to 

consider an on-reason result.[32] 

SaaS (Software as a Service)  

In a SaaS customer will purchase licenses of an application from supplier which is 

facilitated at remote area. In view of permit class, customers will pay month to month or 

yearly charge for upkeep. This sort of conveyance model in Mobile Device 

Management called distributed computing model where the greater part of the 

innovation is in the cloud and got to over the Internet as an administration.  

In this administration customer has energetically keep up gadget administration, yet 

the product and servers would be facilitated at MDM organization's information 

center.[32] 
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Managed Services 

A managed service administration system is moving the obligation of dealing with the 

product/equipment to an outside association with ability in the overseeing for more 

effective assignments. Oversaw administrations are conveyed in a membership model, 

and an outside association will give operations and administration abilities that are 

conveyed with an occasionally expense for their administrations.  

They are overseeing of conveying the servers and the operation, setup and checking 

of every last one of parts of the remote undertaking, for example, cell phones and access 

focuses. With this result endeavors spare organization costs that they can concentrate on 

different parts of their business. [32] 

4.5 Device Management 

In this section we categorize different criteria as device management attributes: 

 Active Directory 

Active Directory verifies and approves all clients and machines in a Windows 

space sort system appointing and upholding security arrangements for all 

machines and introducing or upgrading software.[33] 

 Open directory 

Apple Open Directory will be index administration model execution from Apple 

Inc. A registry administration is programming which saves and sorts out data 

around a machine system's clients and system assets and which permits system 

directors to deal with clients' right to gain entrance to the resources.[34] 

 LDAP 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol is an open industry standard 

application convention for getting to and keeping up conveyed registry data 

benefits over an Internet network.[35] 

 Web-base 

Web based applications are backing very nearly all the programs and gives a 

brought together perspective of all the joined gadgets. 

 Desktop-base 

Desktop-base applications are runs remain solitary in a desktop or Portable 

computer legitimate establishment and design. 

 iOS-base 

Mobile Device Management supports policies and restrictions that are specific 

to devices running iOS 7. 

 API-SDK 

Programming interface is an interface that lets programming projects to 

cooperate with one another, while a SDK is a situated of apparatuses that might 

be utilized to create programming applications focusing on a particular stage. 

 Performance 

This part is identified with observing the execution of client's gadgets. 

 Battery Life 

Monitoring Battery life of user’s devices. 
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 Memory 

Monitoring Memory usage and activity of user’s devices. 

 Locate and map 

This feature indicate exact locate of users devices. 

 Camera 

With this feature administrator will have access to activate or deactivate camera. 

 Removable media card 

This feature will have access to control all removable card within devices 

remotely. 

 infrared 

With this feature administrator will have access to activate or deactivate infrared 

in device. 

 Bluetooth 

With this feature administrator will have access to activate or deactivate 

Bluetooth in device. 

 Wi-Fi 

With this feature administrator will have access to activate or deactivate Wi-Fi 

connection in device. 

4.6 Policy Management 

This category related to managing policies for users. All attribute in this section are 

really important from administration perspective in company. Administrator in 

enterprises should be quite familiar with functionality of this attribute to be able 

implement them based on company policy. For this research we divided policy 

management criteria based on below attributes that MDM providers offer. 

 Detect OS platforms and version and applications 

Detect operating system platforms included their versions and installed 

applications within operating system and manipulated data. 

 Detect iOS jail-broken devices and rooted Android devices 

 Restrict or access from noncompliant devices to corporate servers (e.g., 

email) 

Limit or exclude access to corporate servers like email server or email account 

in case of policy violation.  

 Restrict downloadable applications through whitelists and blacklists 

Enforce application policies to monitor access to app stores and application 

downloads and put banned applications on blacklist or sends alerts to 

administrator about policy harms. 

 Monitor access to app stores and application downloads 
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 Monitor access to Web services 

Monitor all activities to Web services, social networks and app stores, and send 

warnings to administrator and users about policy violations or disconnect access. 

 Roaming Alert 

Execute portable interchanges cost strategies like screen wandering use and 

identify strategy infringement and, if necessary, handicapping access to servers 

or send alarms to IT/chiefs/clients about approach infringement.[36] 
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5 Criteria prioritization  

Multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is an operation look into that unequivocally 

considers different criteria in decision settling on choice. Whether in our commonplace 

lives or in advanced issues, there are regularly different crashing criteria that need to be 

surveyed in choosing. For instance expense is ordinarily one of the rule criteria. Some 

measure of worth is regularly an exchange ideal model that is in conflict with the cost. 

In purchasing an auto, cost, high velocity, securely engineering may be a rate of the 

central criteria we consider. It is sporadic to have the slightest lavish auto to be 

speediest and the most secure. [37] 

One approach to check the objectivity of choice making frameworks is to make 

unique test issues and afterward think about the results they emerge. On the off chance 

that the results demonstrate some rationale defects, then one may assert that something 

is not right with the result that inferred them.  

As the principle center of this proposition work is to examine MDM advertise and 

assess them, in this section the assessment strategies for programming and engineering 

advancement will be presented. In Appendix 10 you can see list of different method of 

MCDA. 

This section gives a concise portrayal of the fundamental gimmicks of every MCDA 

technique that has been dissected, with a concentrate on the unique attributes that are 

essential for the dissection stage. In this section we will clarify quickly six Multi-criteria 

choice strategy which has been affirmed to show different sorts of rank inversions.  

These strategies utilize the focal points of numerical calculations to prioritize the 

plan B focused around the rank and their execution in giving the criteria. Positioning 

tables and science help the leaders to pick the best option or quantities of them focused 

around their criteria. This survey paper exhibits the execution of specified strategy.[37]–

[39] 

 Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) 

 The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

 The ELECTRE (outranking) 

 The PROMETHEE (outranking) 

 Dominance-based rough set approach(DRSA) 

 The TOPSIS method 

5.1 Multi attribute utility theory (MAUT) 

Multi attribute utility theory is an execution mixture based mentality, which requires the 

ID of utility capacities and weights for each one property that can then be gathered in an 

exceptional joining standard, with scientific recipe being the most generally connected. 

The determination of the important accumulation methodology requires the check of 

different suspicions, and a discourse about this imperative procedural step might be 

found in.[39] 

5.2 Analytical hierarchy process (AHP)  

The analytic hierarchy process is an alternate technique for the first execution synthesis 

based routines and it was introduced by Saaty with the reason for weighing true and 

irrelevant criteria in relative terms by method for an aggregate scale.  

The standard procedure requires firstly the qualifications of a set of decisions and 

request of valuation criteria like quality tree, emulated via pairwise assessments to 

assess plan B execution on criteria focused around scoring framework and criteria 
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among themselves like weighting framework. All the weights are contrasted in 

admiration with the criteria by asking their inclination on a scale from 1 to 9, with 1 

demonstrating equivalent inclination and 9 outright inclinations. Center qualities are 

utilized to unequivocal expanding execution for one option. The ensuing yield of this 

methodology is a lattice of examinations communicated as degrees, and the following 

step is the lessening of the pairwise examination grid to a set of scores speaking to the 

relative criticalness of each one weight and execution of options. Once the criteria 

weights and choices scores have been determined with the depicted procedure, general 

execution of the option might be figured by method for a straight added substance 

model. The last come about is a worth somewhere around 0 and 1, where the weights 

show between the criteria.[39] 

5.3 Elimination and choice expressing the reality (ELECTRE) 

ELECTRE are first decision mix based techniques, chipping away at pair-wise 

assessments of the options. They are additionally characterized as outranking 

methodologies in light of the fact that they expect to assess whether choice A is at any 

rate in the same class as B. These routines were presented by Bernard Roy inclination 

are organized on four basic parallel relations, detachment, inclination, feeble inclination 

and uniqueness. With a specific end goal to group the outranking relatives, concordance 

and conflict aides are locked in that specify to the situations where the criteria of option 

are the same or better than those of B and to the situations where criteria of An are not 

tantamount to those of B, individually. ELECTRE systems were produced so as to 

record for heterogeneous criteria whose collection in a typical scale is troublesome, to 

anticipate payment conduct and to record for contrasts regarding inclination, heading 

thusly to the presentation of edges. A few ELECTRE systems have been produced to 

take care of diverse choice issues, including picking, positioning or sorting, and broad 

depiction of their hypothetical and numerical standards, expansions and applications 

could be found in.[39] 

5.4 PROMETHEE 

PROMETHEE methods are also part of the outranking MCDA group and were 

developed by J.P. Brans and are based on a set of essentials: 

1. The amount of difference between the performances of two alternatives must be 

accounted for. 

2. Scales of the criteria are unconnected as assessments are performed on a pairwise 

base. 

3. Three cases are possible: alternative A is preferred to alternative B, alternative A 

and alternative B is indifferent or alternative A and alternative B are 

incomparable. 

4. Methods should be easily understandable by the decision makers. 

5. Weights must be assigned in a flexible manner. 

PROMETHEE are the most widely programming upheld approach regarding 

information administration and particularly its exhibit, supporting examinations of 

situations, visualization of the impact that diverse weights, criteria, and inclination 

capacities can have by method for Decision Lab in the past and these days with Visual 

PROMETHEE and D-Sight [39] 
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5.5 Dominance-based rough set approach (DRSA)  

The strength based rough set methodology is a reasonably new technique which can 

deal with sorting, decision and positioning issues and it was presented by Greco and 

Slowinski. This system is grounded on a data table whose lines are characterized as 

choices, while the segments are partitioned into condition traits; to be specific the 

criteria that are required to survey the plan B and the choice property, which portrays a 

general appraisal of the option. This might be an overall characterized idea or a master 

choice.[39] 

5.6 Technique for Order Preference by Similar to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) 

Technique for Order Preference by Similar to Ideal Solution characterizes choices 

request by their separation to a point or circumstance. The best answer for show is the 

unified with least separation from positive-perfect result and most extreme separation to 

the negative-perfect result as the results are indicated with negative or positive. This 

connection subordinate technique is straightforward and to utilize however needs more 

count and characterizing two parameters as positive and negative perfect result that is 

not simple. The other issue is to guarantee about the two perfect result and tradeoff 

among qualities that is compensatory.[40], [41] 

5.7 Best MCDA method for MDM 

In general, the survey highlighted the wide possibilities of MCDA in supporting a rising 

and differed range as manageable quality appraisal. The choice of a certain MCDA 

technique must be focused around fitting information of the rudiments of the strategy 

and the evaluation to be executed also. This suggests the affirmation that a few angles 

could be secured just by specific routines and not by others. In view of short portrayal 

of every system and breaking down examination between them, we accomplish some 

conclusion: 

 ELECTRE, PROMETHEE and DRSA are better than MAUT and AHP in terms 

of enforcement of a strong sustainability approach together with thresholds 

management. 

 MAUT, ELECTRE, PROMETHEE and DRSA can handle uncertain information 

very well by means of probability distributions and thresholds[39] 

For this thesis we pick D-Sight application web which is a communitarian choice 

making stage that serves to unravel difficulties, dissect information, and drive comes 

about by uniting diverse plans to settle on a typical choice. It is planned as an intelligent 

and natural interface so that can without much of a stretch explore through task and 

structure in productive way. D-Sight is a devoted programming answer for help choice 

making methods and It gives a system permitting leaders to assess diverse options 

against a few criteria and distinguish the best result focused around PROMETHEE and 

MAUT in Both Web and desktop versions.[42] 
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6 Case Study of choosing MDM Solution 

In this part we constructed a scenario to demonstrate the functionality of the MDM 

model. The scenario is not modeled after an organization, and the information used is 

not drawn from any real-life source. The data generated from the survey is used as the 

basis for the model weights.  

In this example, the stakeholder objective scores are determined based on the general 

scenario information.  

6.1 Scenario 

There are two organizations A and B that looking at purchasing a MDM solution. First 

we need to form a special MDM evaluation committee to facilitate the search. The 

evaluation committee must perform a thorough evaluation on the candidates to 

determine the optimal MDM solution. 

Organization A need high security for their important information in their enterprise 

included networks and data servers. They are looking for MDM solution with high 

performance and capability. They are very profitable company and they can effort any 

price for MDM solution as long as address all their needed. Evaluation committee 

decided to weight MDM criteria to address wide variety of areas and mainly focus on 

security aspects as initial requirements 

Organization B is academic institute that need high policy management and software 

management for their students while they are in network. They have limited budget to 

assign for MDM solution and need high availability for manage service and back up.  

6.2 Assigning Weights 

In this section we used a survey included 100 participants from companies that MDM 

solution has implemented and IT department was aware about different features of 

MDM. The survey instrument was created using the online survey and following 

sections walk through the results of the random response data to the survey questions, 

utilizing cross tabulation and graphical display techniques found in Microsoft Excel. 

The results are to demonstrate the possibilities for interpretation of the data generated 

from the survey questions.[43] 

The previously mentioned organizations deal directly with the planning, 

implementation, and technical evaluation of IT networks and hardware. For this reason, 

the amount of individuals with MDM knowledge and experience within these 

organizations should be adequate for a convenience sample.[43] 

Based on Organization A requirements evaluation committee will assigns weights of 

10% for Device Operating system category , 40% for Security issues, 15% for software 

management, 10% for maintenance , 5% for device management and 20% for policy 

management as you can see in Figure 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1: Criteria weight for MDM 1 

Based on Organization B requirements evaluation committee will assigns weights of 

10% for Device Operating system category , 20% for Security issues, 15% for software 

management, 20% for maintenance , 10% for device management and 25% for policy 

management as you can see in Figure 6.2. 

 
Figure 6.2: Criteria weight for MDM 2 

Based on mentioned survey in chapter 6.2, evaluation committee assigns weights for 

different criteria accordingly which you see in next subsections. 

6.2.1 Device Operating System 

Since we have variety of operating system, we have to divide weight of each based on 

statistic that has been explained in chapter 4.1. As you can see in Figure 6.3, biggest 

percentage of weight has been assigned to android operating system with 23% and 

following apple iOS with 18%. In Appendix 3 you can see list of supported operating 

systems with different MDM supplier.  
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Figure 6.3: Device OS assigned weight 

6.2.2 Security 

In Figure 6.4 you can see result of survey about security perspective between MDM 

clients. In this thesis we have categorize some of mentioned criteria in survey as policy 

management category but included other features in security section. In Figure 6.5 you 

can see how we define security weight for this category. In Appendix 4 you can see list 

of security features in different MDM suppliers. In Appendix 5 you can see data 

encrypted table of different MDM solution which is part of security features of 

application.  
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Figure 6.4: Importance security attribute survey[43] 
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Figure 6.5: Security assigned weight 

6.2.3 Software Management 

In this section we assigned weight for software Management criteria and as you can see 

in Figure 6.6, in this category most of criteria has equal weights when is coming to 

external application management. In Appendix 6 you can see table of software 

management features in different MDM supplier. 

 

 
Figure 6.6: Software management assigned weight 

6.2.4 Maintenance 

In this category, delivery model play a big role as criteria for MDM. As we explained in 

section 4.4.1 there are three different type of delivery model that each can be really 

important based on enterprise security requirements.  
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As you can see in Figure 6.7, delivery model with 40% importance in this category has 

highest priority and manage service of MDM provider and alerting system following 

with 25%. You can also see in Appendix 7 list of maintenance features in different 

MDM supplier. 

 
Figure 6.7: Maintenance assigned weight 

6.2.5 Device Management 

This category mostly cover device monitoring and criteria’s weight is totally depends 

on enterprise policy and perspective. For our defined scenario we indicate some criteria 

like location, performance and Wi-Fi with more impotency since they could be really 

important for troubleshooting in sensitive situation. In Appendix 8 you can see list of 

device management features in different MDM supplier. 

 

Figure 6.8: device management assigned weight 
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6.2.6 Policy Management 

Policy Management is last category between MDM criteria that we discuss in this 

section. In Figure 6.9 you can see result of survey regarding policy management 

attribute that helped us to assign weight. As you can see in Figure 6.10, criteria that 

related to application restriction have higher importance in this section and monitoring 

web activities following after. In Appendix 9 you can see list of policy management 

features in different MDM supplier. 

 

Figure 6.9: Importance attribute for policy management survey[43] 
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Figure 6.10: Policy Management assigned weight 

6.2.7 Price Comparison 

In this part you can find price information for different solutions. Most of pricing 

information was not publicly available in enterprises websites and resources. In this 

thesis we gather all information based on direct contacts with customer service or 

different forums. You should consider mentioned prices in Figure 6.11 are just client 

cost per device during one year and are not included maintenance services or 

administrator server cost.  

To learn more, you may contact software vendor to request pricing information 

based on your requested topology.As you can see in chart there are two solutions that 

does not cost for clients and they can use it for free (Apple Profile Manager and Cisco 

Meraki system manager).  

 

Figure 6.11: MDM Price Comparison 
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6.3 Implementation 

This section will show you how to implement decision making with D-sight online web 

application that is based on multi-criteria decision making (the reasons for selecting D-

sight is given in section 5.7). D-Sight implements the Preference Ranking Organization 

Method for Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE) and Geometrical Analysis for 

Interactive decision Aid (GAIA) and have been used in fields such as energy and 

environmental management before.  

At first step we create a new project on application dashboard as you can see in 

Figure 6.12. 

 

 

Figure 6.12: D-SIGHT Main dashboard 

After Making MDM project, we added gathered alternatives or MDM solutions in 

our project as you can see in Figure 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.13: D-SIGHT alternative page 

Next step was adding our criteria included their category and subcategory that we 

defined based on our explanation in section 6.14.  
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Figure 6.14: D-SIGHT Criteria Page 

Next step was assigning our weight for each individual criteria and their category 

which we explained in chapter 4 for different category and how assign proper weight.  

 

Figure 6.15: D-SIGHT Weighting page 

Next step is defining parameters which since we just have “Yes” and “No” 

parameters for our criteria, we define it as 1 and 0 as parameters. As you can find in 

Appendix 3 in you can find all information and in Figure 6.16 shows how we can 

import gathered information in our application.  
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Figure 6.16: D-SIGHT Evaluation page 

At last part we will get our analyses result based on defined criteria and weight for 

MDM 1 which you can see in Figure 6.17.  

 

Figure 6.17: Analyzing Page 

In Figure 6.18 you can see ranking table for MDM 1 between 53 solutions which we 

will describe briefly about first 2 solutions and at the end will choose best solution for 

company A based on their requirements. 
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Figure 6.18: D-SIGHT Ranking page for MDM 1 

6.3.1 MDM for Company A 

Our first two high ranked solutions for company A are: 

1- Airwatch  

2- Amtel MDM 

1-AirWatch is one of the frontrunners in creativity-ranking Mobile Device 

Management, Mobile Application Management and Mobile Content Management 

solutions designed to secure and streamline mobility. They have More than 2,000 

customers across the world. AirWatch developed the concept of role-based access 

control to ensure only authorized console users are able to view and manage enterprise 

resources. From security perspective, it can control the depth of device management 

features and capabilities available to specific user. For another added level of security, 

console log in credentials are integrated with enterprise directory services, 

authenticating users before logging in.  

AirWatch is growing rapidly and is placed to be a long-term leader in the MDM 

market. Pricing starts with a $51 one year basic subscription fee, but for full feathers 

option it cost $120. [44] 

2-Amtel is offering relatively a number of features including mobile expense 

management. Amtel MDM was produced with the goal of providing enterprise 

organizations with greater security and control over their mobile devices and their 

functionality. The application allows users to safely roll out corporate-issued and 

BYOD (bring your own device) mobile devices, while instantaneously lowering IT 

costs which in comparison with Airwatch has much lowest client cost ( 50$/user/year) 

with full feather options.[45], [46] 
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6.3.2 MDM for Company B 

For second scenario our analyses result based on defined criteria and weight for MDM 2 

will be different since we define different weight for criteria which you can see the 

result in Figure 6.19.   

Figure 6.19: D-SIGHT analyzing result for MDM 2 

In this part also we will describe briefly first 5 solutions and at the end will choose 

best solution for company B based on their requirements. 
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Figure 6.20: D-SIGHT Ranking page for MDM 2 

Our first two high ranked solutions for company B are: 

1- Airwatch  

2- AppTec 360 

AppTec 360 solution provides extensive features with progressive technology and 

really good customer service. They have provided really good technology with the good 

price-performance ratio (31$/user/year) in comparison with Airwatch. It has ability to 

implement all configurations and security settings on a smart phone as well as the 

ability to control the distribution of organization applications by an intuitively operable 

console.[47] 
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7 Conclusion 

As we discussed on chapter 3.2 Mobile Device Management (MDM) characterizes 

solutions that secure, monitor, manage and support mobile/wireless devices installed 

across any association or network. It is also useful for manage periodically device 

updates and administration. There are approximately 180 million Enterprise BYOD 

devices globally, which is expected to increase 390 million by 2015 and in the 

increasingly complex world of enterprise mobility, MDM is becoming a necessity to 

manage various issues. 

According to  Aberdeen Group survey in 2013 from 320 IT organizations, 75% had a 

bring your own device (BYOD) program in place, but half of those had little or no 

management system at all which is a big concern in organization. But answer of how to 

choose the right MDM tool while software vendors are increasing or adding new 

features every three to six months was part of this thesis research.  

This thesis assessed the different component like budget, security policy or personal 

privacy towards using mobile devices by categorizing different criteria in the workplace 

which can be effect to choose proper solution provider. But we should notice that there 

is no single list of what is important and what is not. It is just about organization policy 

and employees right to protect their privacy which with having complete criteria data 

source and proper analytic comparison method any enterprise easily achieves that. 

Every enterprise should start with the informative training for both administrators and 

employees to help them learn different objectives of MDM criteria and set proper tools 

and feature for their organization based on described methodology in this thesis. 

Since features and providers in this area are increasing rapidly, we can obviously see 

lack of the latest general academic research in this area. Hence as a possible future work 

designing a web application that update all features and available provider in market 

based on MDM categories mentioned in this thesis to use proper comparison method 

online will be really helpful resource for all companies to refer to.[48]–[51] 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: MDM Solution List 

This table indicates list of all available MDM providers with their website address. 

 
Application URL Website 

1 2X RAS www.2x.com 

2 4app www.4app-mdm.com/home/ 

3 Absolute Manage www.absolute.com 

4 AirWatch www.air-watch.com 

5 Amtel MDM www.amtelnet.com 

6 APPBlade www.appblade.com 

7 Apple Profile Manager www.apple.com/support/lionserver/profilemanager/ 

8 AppTec360 www.apptec360.com/en_home.html 

9 AppTrack www.lyceumsolutions.com/products/apptrack 

10 Auralis www.auralis.de/en/ 

11 BoxTone & Good Technology www1.good.com/ 

12 Casper Suite www.jamfsoftware.com 

13 Centrify DirectControl for Mobile www.centrify.com/ 

14 CheckMyApps www.pradeo.net/en-US/ 

15 Cisco Meraki System Manager www.meraki.cisco.com/products/systems-manager/ 

16 Codeproof www.codeproof.com/ 

17 Cortado www.cortado.com/euen/Home.aspx 

18 CREA MDM www.crearelab.com/sites/ENG/ 

19 DeviceLink www.unwireddevicelink.com/ 

20 DIALOGS smartMan Device www.dialogs.de 

21 Endpoint Protector MDM www.endpointprotector.com/ 

22 Excitor www.excitor.com/ 

23 Fancyfon www.fancyfon.com/ 

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360 www.maas360.com 

25 FileWave www.filewave.com/ 

26 IBM Endpoint  www-03.ibm.com 

27 Kaseya www.kaseya.com/ 

28 LANDesk Mobility Manager www.landesk.com/ 
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Application URL Website 

29 Lightspeed www.lightspeedsystems.com/ 

30 MacAfee www.mcafee.com/ 

31 ManageEngine Desktop Central www.manageengine.com/ 

32 Mformation Enterprise Manager www.mformation.com 

33 Midpoints mobile.profiler www.midpoints.de/en-home 

34 Mobile Active Defense www.mobileactivedefense.com/ 

35 MobileEther MDM www.iboss.com/mobile_security/ 

36 MobileIron www.mobileiron.com 

37 MobileNX enterprise Suite www.mobiquant.com/ 

38 NotifyMDM www.notifycorp.com 

39 NuVizz enterprise MDM www.nuvizz.com/ 

40 OpenPeak www.openpeak.com/ 

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile http://en.optim.co.jp/products-detail/top/138 

42 ProMDM www.promdm.com/ 

43 PUSHMANAGER www.pushmanager.com/ 

44 Relution www.relution.io/en/ 

45 Robot Cloud www.forgetcomputers.com/robot-cloud 

46 Sophos Mobile Control www.sophos.com/ 

47 SOTI MobiControl www.soti.net/Mobicontrol/ 

48 Sybase www.sybase.com/ 

49 Symantec and Odyssey www.symantec.com/index.jsp 

50 SyncShield www.capricode.com/ 

51 Tangoe www.tangoe.com/ 

52 TARMAC www.tower-one.net/en/ 

53 Xenmobile www.citrix.com 
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Appendix 2: MDM Criteria Category Table 

This table indicate list of categories and subcategories of MDM criteria. 

Category Sub category Criteria 
D

ev
ic

e 
O

S 

  Apple Desktop 

  Linux Desktop 

  Apple iOS 

  Saas 

  Appliance 

  Windows OS 

  Windows phone 

  Android 

  Symbian 

  BlackBery 

Se
cu

ri
ty

 

Data Encryption 

Local 

Media 

Mail 

Core 

  Audit trail/logging report 

  PKI certificate 

  Geo-Fencing 

  Server in DMZ 

  Black / White Applications 

  Setting Complex password policy 

  Device wipe  

  Firewall 

  Remote lock at usage inactivity 

  Antivirus 

  Mobile VPN 

  Secure Distribution of Patches, Updates 

  Fail-over  

  App protection 

  Network Serivce Management 

  Two-factorAuthentication 

    

  Server Load Balancing 

So
ft

w
ar

e 
M

an
ag

em
en

t   Application downloader 

  Operating system Update support 

  Background synchronization 

  Application  patches/fixes/updates 

  Application discovery 

  File distribution 

M
ai

n
te

n
an

ce
   free trial 

Delivery model 
on-premises 

hosted 
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Category Sub category Criteria 

Cloud 

  Service usage management 

  24x7 help desk 

  Alerting 

  ($)Price/Device/Year/No support 

D
ev

ic
e 

M
an

ag
em

en
t 

Administration and 
Reporting 

Active Directory 

Open directory 

LDAP 

Web-base 

Desktop-base 

iOS-base 

API-SDK 

Monitoring 

BlackBerry Enterprise Server [BES] 

Performance 

Battery Life 

Memory 

Locate and map 

Lock Hardware 

camera 

removable media card 

infrared 

Bluetooth 

Wi-Fi 

P
o

lic
y 

M
an

ag
em

en
t   Detect OS platforms and version and applications 

  Detect iOS jail-broken devices and rooted Android devices 

  
restrict or access from noncompliant devices to corporate servers (e.g., 
email) 

  Restrict downloadable applications through whitelists and blacklists 

  Monitor access to app stores and application downloads 

  Monitor access to Web services 

  Roaming Alert 
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Appendix 3: Table of Device Operating System 

All the data in the following tables is collected by personal experience and different 

sources based on internet research and some taken from each official website. 

Number 1 in table means Yes and related application will support that specific criteria 

and Number 0 means No. Places that are blank mean that there was not enough data 

accessible in online resources or official websites. 

 

Please note that most of applications are developing rapidly there is no guarantee that 

the information in these tables is accurate or up to date. For instance two application 

company merge together while gathering information for this thesis. 

 

  Category Device OS 

  Sub category   

  

MDM solution 
A

p
p

le
 D

e
sk

to
p

 

Li
n

u
x 

D
es

kt
o

p
 

A
p

p
le

 iO
S 

Sa
as

 

A
p

p
lia

n
ce

 

W
in

d
o

w
s 

O
S 

W
in

d
o

w
s 

p
h

o
n

e
 

A
n

d
ro

id
 

Sy
m

b
ia

n
 

1 2X MDM 0 0   1 0 0 0 1 0 

2 4app 0 0   1   0 0 1 0 

3 Absolute Manage 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

4 AirWatch 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Amtel MDM 1   1 1 1   1 1 1 

6 APPBlade 1   1 1 1   1 1   

7 Apple Profile Manager 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 AppTec360     1 1 1   1 1   

9 AppTrack 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

10 Auralis 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

11 BoxTone & Good Technology 0 0 1 1 0 0   1 1 

12 Casper Suite 1 0 1 1 0 0   0 0 

13 Centrify DirectControl for Mobile 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

14 CheckMyApps 0 0   1 0 0 1 1   

15 Cisco Meraki System Manager 1   1 1 1 1   1   

16 Codeproof 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1   

17 Cortado 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

18 CREA MDM   1 1 1 0 1   1 1 

19 DeviceLink 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

20 DIALOGS smartMan Device 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

21 Endpoint Protector MDM 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 

22 Excitor 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

23 Fancyfon 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

25 FileWave 1 1 1 1 0 1   1   

26 IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile 1 1 1   0 1 1 1 1 

27 Kaseya     1             
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  Category Device OS 

  Sub category   

  

MDM solution 

A
p

p
le

 D
e

sk
to

p
 

Li
n

u
x 

D
es

kt
o

p
 

A
p

p
le

 iO
S 

Sa
as

 

A
p

p
lia

n
ce

 

W
in

d
o

w
s 

O
S 

W
in

d
o

w
s 

p
h

o
n

e
 

A
n

d
ro

id
 

Sy
m

b
ia

n
 

28 LANDesk Mobility Manager 1 1 1   0 1   1   

29 Lightspeed 1 1   1 1 1 1 1   

30 MacAfee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

31 ManageEngine Desktop Central 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

32 Mformation Enterprise Manager     1 1 1   1 1 1 

33 Midpoints mobile.profiler     1   0         

34 Mobile Active Defense     1             

35 MobileEther MDM 1 1   1 0 1 1 1 1 

36 MobileIron 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

37 MobileNX enterprise Suite   1 0   1   1 1 1 

38 NotifyMDM 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

39 NuVizz enterprise MDM  0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

40 OpenPeak     1             

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile     1 1   1   1   

42 ProMDM 1     1   1 1 1   

43 PUSHMANAGER 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

44 Relution     1 1 1   1 1   

45 Robot Cloud 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

46 Sophos Mobile Control  0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

47 SOTI MobiControl 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

48 Sybase  0 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 

49 Symantec and Odyssey 1 1 1     1 1 1 1 

50 SyncShield 0 0   1 0 0 1 1 1 

51 Tangoe 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

52 TARMAC 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

53 Xenmobile 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
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Appendix 4: MDM security criteria Table 

Information about security perspective of MDM solutions. Number 1 in table means 

Yes and related application will support that specific criteria and Number 0 means No. 

Places that are blank mean that there was not enough data accessible in online resources 

or official websites. 
 

 

  Category               Security               

  Sub category                                   

  

MDM 
solution 

A
u

d
it

 t
ra

il/
lo

gg
in

g 
re

p
o

rt
 

P
K

I c
er

ti
fi

ca
te

 

G
eo

-F
en

ci
n

g 

Se
rv

er
 in

 D
M

Z 

B
la

ck
 /

 W
h

it
e 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
s 

Se
tt

in
g 

C
o

m
p

le
x 

p
as

sw
o

rd
 p

o
lic

y 

D
ev

ic
e 

w
ip

e 
 

Fi
re

w
al

l 

R
em

o
te

 lo
ck

 a
t 

u
sa

ge
 in

ac
ti

vi
ty

 

A
n

ti
vi

ru
s 

M
o

b
ile

 V
P

N
 

Se
cu

re
 D

is
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
 o

f 
P

at
ch

e
s,

 U
p

d
at

es
 

Fa
il-

o
ve

r 
 

A
p

p
 p

ro
te

ct
io

n
 

N
et

w
o

rk
 S

er
iv

ce
 M

an
ag

e
m

en
t 

Tw
o

-f
ac

to
rA

u
th

en
ti

ca
ti

o
n

 

Se
rv

er
 L

o
ad

 B
al

an
ci

n
g 

1 2X MDM         1 1 1   1   0   0       0 

2 4app           1 1   1   1   1       1 

3 Absolute Manage         1 1 1   1   1 1 0 1     0 

4 AirWatch 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1   1 1 1 1 1 

5 Amtel MDM   1 1 0   1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 

6 APPBlade           1 1 1 1 1 1   1       1 

7 
Apple Profile 
Manager           

1 1 
  

1 
  

1 
  

0 1 
    

0 

8 AppTec360         1 1 1   1   1 1 1 1     1 

9 AppTrack           1 1   1   1     1       

10 Auralis       1   1 1   1   1   1     1 0 

11 
BoxTone & Good 
Technology 1 1 0 1 1 

1 1 
1 

1 
0 

1 
1 

1   
0 1 

1 

12 Casper Suite           1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1   1 

13 

Centrify 
DirectControl for 
Mobile           

1 1 
  

1 
  

1 
  

1 1 
    

1 

14 CheckMyApps           1 1   1   1   1       1 

15 
Cisco Meraki 
System Manager           

1 1 
  

1 
1 

1 
  

1 1 
1   

1 

16 Codeproof           1 1   1   1   1 1     1 

17 Cortado           1 1   1   0   1 1     0 

18 CREA MDM           1 1   1   1   1 1     1 

19 DeviceLink           1 1   1   1     1       

20 
DIALOGS smartMan 
Device           

1 1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
  

1   
    

1 

21 Endpoint Protector           1 1   1   1   1 1     1 
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  Category               Security               

  Sub category                                   

  

MDM 
solution 

A
u

d
it

 t
ra

il/
lo

gg
in

g 
re

p
o

rt
 

P
K

I c
er

ti
fi

ca
te

 

G
eo

-F
en

ci
n

g 

Se
rv

er
 in

 D
M

Z 

B
la

ck
 /

 W
h

it
e 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
s 

Se
tt

in
g 

C
o

m
p

le
x 

p
as

sw
o

rd
 p

o
lic

y 

D
ev

ic
e 

w
ip

e 
 

Fi
re

w
al

l 

R
em

o
te

 lo
ck

 a
t 

u
sa

ge
 in

ac
ti

vi
ty

 

A
n

ti
vi

ru
s 

M
o

b
ile

 V
P

N
 

Se
cu

re
 D

is
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
 o

f 
P

at
ch

e
s,

 U
p

d
at

es
 

Fa
il-

o
ve

r 
 

A
p

p
 p

ro
te

ct
io

n
 

N
et

w
o

rk
 S

er
iv

ce
 M

an
ag

e
m

en
t 

Tw
o

-f
ac

to
rA

u
th

en
ti

ca
ti

o
n

 

Se
rv

er
 L

o
ad

 B
al

an
ci

n
g 

MDM 

22 Excitor           1 1 0 1 0 0   1   1   1 

23 Fancyfon 1         1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360           1 1 0 1 0 1   1 1 1 1 1 

25 FileWave           1 1   1   1   1 1     1 

26 

IBM Endpoint 
Manager for 
Mobile 1         

1 1 
1 

1 
  

1 
  

1   
    

1 

27 Kaseya                   1               

28 
LANDesk Mobility 
Manager 1         

1 1 
1 

1 
  

1 
  

1   
    

1 

29 Lightspeed           1 1   1   1             

30 MacAfee           1 1   1 1 1   1   0   1 

31 
ManageEngine 
Desktop Central           

1 1 
  

1 
  

1 
  

0   
    

0 

32 
Mformation 
Enterprise Manager           

1 1 
1 

1 
  

1 
  

1   
    

1 

33 
Midpoints 
mobile.profiler           

1 1 
  

1 
  

1 
  

1 1 
    

1 

34 
Mobile Active 
Defense           

    
1 

  
1 

  
  

    
    

  

35 MobileEther MDM           1 1   1   1             

36 MobileIron           1 1 0 1 0 1   1 1 1 1 1 

37 
MobileNX 
enterprise Suite           

1 1 
0 

1 
  

1 
  

1   
    

1 

38 NotifyMDM 1         1 1 0 1 0 1   1       1 

39 
NuVizz enterprise 
MDM  1         

1 1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
  

1   
    

1 

40 OpenPeak                                   

41 
Optimal Biz for 
Mobile           

1 1 
  

1 
  

1 
  

1   
    

1 

42 ProMDM           1 1   1   1   1 1     1 

43 PUSHMANAGER           1 1 0 1 0 1   1 1     0 

44 Relution           1 1   1   1   1 1     1 

45 Robot Cloud           1 1   1   1     1       
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  Category               Security               

  Sub category                                   

  

MDM 
solution 

A
u

d
it

 t
ra

il/
lo

gg
in

g 
re

p
o

rt
 

P
K

I c
er

ti
fi

ca
te

 

G
eo

-F
en

ci
n

g 

Se
rv

er
 in

 D
M

Z 

B
la

ck
 /

 W
h

it
e 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
s 

Se
tt

in
g 

C
o

m
p

le
x 

p
as

sw
o

rd
 p

o
lic

y 

D
ev

ic
e 

w
ip

e 
 

Fi
re

w
al

l 

R
em

o
te

 lo
ck

 a
t 

u
sa

ge
 in

ac
ti

vi
ty

 

A
n

ti
vi

ru
s 

M
o

b
ile

 V
P

N
 

Se
cu

re
 D

is
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
 o

f 
P

at
ch

e
s,

 U
p

d
at

es
 

Fa
il-

o
ve

r 
 

A
p

p
 p

ro
te

ct
io

n
 

N
et

w
o

rk
 S

er
iv

ce
 M

an
ag

e
m

en
t 

Tw
o

-f
ac

to
rA

u
th

en
ti

ca
ti

o
n

 

Se
rv

er
 L

o
ad

 B
al

an
ci

n
g 

46 
Sophos Mobile 
Control  1         

1 1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
  

1 1 
    

1 

47 SOTI MobiControl 1         1 1 0 1 0 1   1       1 

48 Sybase            1 1 1 1 1 1   1   1 1 1 

49 
Symantec and 
Odyssey 1   0     

1 1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
  

1   
0   

1 

50 SyncShield   0 0 1 0 1 1   1   1   0     0 1 

51 Tangoe 1         1 1 0 1 0 1   1   1   1 

52 TARMAC 1         1 1 0 1   1   1 1     1 

53 Xenmobile   0 1     1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 1 
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Appendix 5: MDM Data Encryption Table 

Information about Data Encryption Table. Number 1 in table means Yes and related 

application will support that specific criteria and Number 0 means No. Places that are 

blank mean that there was not enough data accessible in online resources or official 

websites. 
 

  Category Security   

  Sub category Data Encryption 

  

MDM solution 
Lo

ca
l 

M
ed

ia
 

M
ai

l 

C
o

re
 

1 2X MDM         

2 4app         

3 Absolute Manage     1   

4 AirWatch 1 1 1   

5 Amtel MDM 1     1 

6 APPBlade 1       

7 Apple Profile Manager         

8 AppTec360 1   1   

9 AppTrack         

10 Auralis     1   

11 BoxTone & Good Technology 1   1   

12 Casper Suite 1 1   1 

13 
Centrify DirectControl for 
Mobile         

14 CheckMyApps         

15 Cisco Meraki System Manager 1       

16 Codeproof         

17 Cortado         

18 CREA MDM         

19 DeviceLink         

20 DIALOGS smartMan Device 1     1 

21 Endpoint Protector MDM         

22 Excitor 1       

23 Fancyfon         

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360 1 0   1 

25 FileWave 1     1 

26 IBM Endpoint Manager for 1       
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  Category Security   

  Sub category Data Encryption 

  

MDM solution 

Lo
ca

l 

M
ed

ia
 

M
ai

l 

C
o

re
 

Mobile 

27 Kaseya 1 1 1 1 

28 LANDesk Mobility Manager 1       

29 Lightspeed         

30 MacAfee 1       

31 ManageEngine Desktop Central         

32 
Mformation Enterprise 
Manager 1       

33 Midpoints mobile.profiler         

34 Mobile Active Defense 1       

35 MobileEther MDM         

36 MobileIron 0       

37 MobileNX enterprise Suite 1       

38 NotifyMDM 1       

39 NuVizz enterprise MDM  1 1 0 1 

40 OpenPeak         

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile         

42 ProMDM         

43 PUSHMANAGER 1       

44 Relution         

45 Robot Cloud 1 1 1 1 

46 Sophos Mobile Control  1 1 1 1 

47 SOTI MobiControl 1 1 1 1 

48 Sybase    1   1 

49 Symantec and Odyssey 1       

50 SyncShield 0       

51 Tangoe 1       

52 TARMAC 1 1 1 1 

53 Xenmobile 1       
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Appendix 6: MDM Software Management Table 

Information about Software Management of MDM solutions. Number 1 in table means 

Yes and related application will support that specific criteria and Number 0 means No. 

Places that are blank mean that there was not enough data accessible in online resources 

or official websites. 

 
 

  Category Software Management 

  Sub category             

  

MDM solution 
A

p
p

lic
at

io
n

 d
o

w
n

lo
ad

er
 

O
p

er
at

in
g 

sy
st

em
 U

p
d

at
e 

su
p

p
o

rt
 

B
ac

kg
ro

u
n

d
 s

yn
ch

ro
n

iz
at

io
n

 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
  p

at
ch

es
/f

ix
es

/u
p

d
at

es
 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
 d

is
co

ve
ry

 

Fi
le

 d
is

tr
ib

u
ti

o
n

 

1 2X MDM             

2 4app             

3 Absolute Manage       1     

4 AirWatch 1 1 1 1     

5 Amtel MDM   0 1 1     

6 APPBlade 1 1   1     

7 Apple Profile Manager 1 0 0 1     

8 AppTec360             

9 AppTrack             

10 Auralis             

11 BoxTone & Good Technology 1 1 1 1     

12 Casper Suite 1 0 0 1     

13 Centrify DirectControl for Mobile 1 0 0 1     

14 CheckMyApps             

15 Cisco Meraki System Manager             

16 Codeproof             

17 Cortado             

18 CREA MDM             

19 DeviceLink             

20 DIALOGS smartMan Device 1 1   1     

21 Endpoint Protector MDM             

22 Excitor 1     1     

23 Fancyfon 1 1   1     

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360 1 1 1 1     

25 FileWave 1     1     

26 IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile 1 0   1     
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  Category Software Management 

  Sub category             

  

MDM solution 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
 d

o
w

n
lo

ad
er

 

O
p

er
at

in
g 

sy
st

em
 U

p
d

at
e 

su
p

p
o

rt
 

B
ac

kg
ro

u
n

d
 s

yn
ch

ro
n

iz
at

io
n

 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
  p

at
ch

es
/f

ix
es

/u
p

d
at

es
 

A
p

p
lic

at
io

n
 d

is
co

ve
ry

 

Fi
le

 d
is

tr
ib

u
ti

o
n

 

27 Kaseya   1 1 1     

28 LANDesk Mobility Manager   1 1 1     

29 Lightspeed             

30 MacAfee 1     1     

31 ManageEngine Desktop Central             

32 Mformation Enterprise Manager 1 1   1     

33 Midpoints mobile.profiler             

34 Mobile Active Defense 1 0   1     

35 MobileEther MDM             

36 MobileIron 1 1   1     

37 MobileNX enterprise Suite       1     

38 NotifyMDM 0 0 1 0     

39 NuVizz enterprise MDM  1 0   1     

40 OpenPeak             

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile             

42 ProMDM             

43 PUSHMANAGER 0 0 0 1     

44 Relution             

45 Robot Cloud 1 0 0 1     

46 Sophos Mobile Control  1 0 1 0     

47 SOTI MobiControl 1 0 1 1     

48 Sybase  1     1     

49 Symantec and Odyssey 1 1 1 1     

50 SyncShield             

51 Tangoe 1 1   1     

52 TARMAC 1 1 1 1     

53 Xenmobile 1   1 1     
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Appendix 7: MDM Maintenance Table 

Information about Maintenance of MDM solutions. Number 1 in table means Yes and 

related application will support that specific criteria and Number 0 means No. Places 

that are blank mean that there was not enough data accessible in online resources or 

official websites. 

 

  Category Maintenance 

  Sub category   Delivery Model       

  

MDM solution 
fr

ee
 t

ri
al

 

o
n

-p
re

m
is

e
s 

h
o

st
ed

 

C
lo

u
d

 

2
4

x7
 h

el
p

 d
e

sk
 

A
le

rt
in

g 

($
)P

ri
ce

/D
ev

ic
e/

Ye
ar

/N
o

 s
u

p
p

o
rt

 

1 2X MDM 0       0 1 20 

2 4app 0       1 1   

3 Absolute Manage 0 1 0 0 0 1 16 

4 AirWatch 1 1 1 1 1 1 120 

5 Amtel MDM 0 0 0 1 1 1 50 

6 APPBlade 1 1 0 1 1 1 48 

7 Apple Profile Manager 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

8 AppTec360 1 1 0 1 1 1 31 

9 AppTrack 1             

10 Auralis 1       1 1 83 

11 BoxTone & Good Technology 0 1 1 0 1 1 60 

12 Casper Suite 1 1 0 1 0 1 90 

13 Centrify DirectControl for Mobile 0 1 0 1 1 1 48 

14 CheckMyApps 1       1 1   

15 Cisco Meraki System Manager   0 0 1 1 1 0 

16 Codeproof 1       1 1 30 

17 Cortado 0       1 1 60 

18 CREA MDM 1       0 1   

19 DeviceLink           1 12 

20 DIALOGS smartMan Device 1 1 1 0   1   

21 Endpoint Protector MDM 1       0 1 58 

22 Excitor 0 1 0 1 1     

23 Fancyfon 0 1 0 0 1 1   

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360 0 1 0 1 1 1 60 

25 FileWave 0 1 0 0   1   

26 IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile 0 1 0 0 1 1 68 

27 Kaseya               

28 LANDesk Mobility Manager 0 1 0 0 1 1   
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  Category Maintenance 

  Sub category   Delivery Model       

  

MDM solution 

fr
ee

 t
ri

al
 

o
n

-p
re

m
is

e
s 

h
o

st
ed

 

C
lo

u
d

 

2
4

x7
 h

el
p

 d
e

sk
 

A
le

rt
in

g 

($
)P

ri
ce

/D
ev

ic
e/

Ye
ar

/N
o

 s
u

p
p

o
rt

 

29 Lightspeed         1     

30 MacAfee 1 1 0 0 1 0 80 

31 ManageEngine Desktop Central 1       1 1 13 

32 Mformation Enterprise Manager 1 0 0 1 1 1   

33 Midpoints mobile.profiler 0       0 1   

34 Mobile Active Defense   1 0 1     120 

35 MobileEther MDM 0       1 1 12 

36 MobileIron 1 1 1 1 1 1 85 

37 MobileNX enterprise Suite 1 0 1 0 1 1   

38 NotifyMDM   1 0 1 1 1   

39 NuVizz enterprise MDM  1 0 0 1 1 1   

40 OpenPeak               

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile 0             

42 ProMDM 0       1 1 60 

43 PUSHMANAGER 1 0 1 1 1 1   

44 Relution 1       1 1 31 

45 Robot Cloud   0 0 1 1 1 120 

46 Sophos Mobile Control  1 1 0 0 1 1 80 

47 SOTI MobiControl 0       1 1 59 

48 Sybase  0 1 0 1 1 1   

49 Symantec and Odyssey 1 1 0 0 1 1 47 

50 SyncShield 1         0 24 

51 Tangoe 0 1 1 0 1 1   

52 TARMAC 0       0 1 93 

53 Xenmobile 1 1 0 1 1 1 53 
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Appendix 8: MDM Device Management Table 

Information about Device Management of MDM solutions. Number 1 in table means 

Yes and related application will support that specific criteria and Number 0 means No. 

Places that are blank mean that there was not enough data accessible in online resources 

or official websites. 

 

 

  Category Device Management 

  Sub category Administration and Reporting Monitoring Lockdown Hardware 

  

MDM 
solution 

A
ct

iv
e 

D
ir

e
ct

o
ry

 

O
p

en
 d

ir
ec

to
ry

 

LD
A

P
 

W
eb

-b
as

e
 

D
es

kt
o

p
-b

as
e

 

iO
S-

b
as

e
 

A
P

I-
SD

K
 

P
er

fo
rm

an
ce

 

B
at

te
ry

 L
if

e
 

M
em

o
ry

 

Lo
ca

te
 a

n
d

 m
ap

 

ca
m

er
a 

re
m

o
va

b
le

 m
ed

ia
 c

ar
d

 

in
fr

ar
ed

 

B
lu

et
o

o
th

 

W
i-

Fi
 

1 2X MDM 1 0 0 1 0           1         1 

2 4app 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

3 Absolute Manage 1 1 0 1 1 1 0         1       1 

4 AirWatch 1 1 1 1 0 1 1       1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Amtel MDM 1 1 1 1   1 1                 1 

6 APPBlade 1 1 1 1     1                 1 

7 Apple Profile Manager 1 1 1 1 0 0 0                 1 

8 AppTec360 1   1 1   1 1     1 1 1       1 

9 AppTrack 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

10 Auralis 1 0 1 1 0 0 0                 1 

11 
BoxTone & Good 
Technology     1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 

12 Casper Suite 1 1 1 1 0 1 1                 1 

13 
Centrify DirectControl 
for Mobile 1 0 0 

1 1   1 
                

1 

14 CheckMyApps 1 1 1 1 0   0                 1 

15 
Cisco Meraki System 
Manager 1 1 1 

1       
                

1 

16 Codeproof       1     1                 1 

17 Cortado 1 0 0 1 0 0 0                 1 

18 CREA MDM 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

19 DeviceLink 0 0 0 1 0 0 0                 1 

20 
DIALOGS smartMan 
Device 1 1 1 

1 0   1 
                

1 

21 
Endpoint Protector 
MDM 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 
                

1 

22 Excitor 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

23 Fancyfon 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360 1 1 1 1 0   1     0   1 0   1 1 

25 FileWave 1 1 1   1   1                 1 

26 IBM Endpoint Manager 1 1 1 0 1   1     0   1 0   1 1 
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  Category Device Management 

  Sub category Administration and Reporting Monitoring Lockdown Hardware 

  

MDM 
solution 

A
ct

iv
e 

D
ir

e
ct

o
ry

 

O
p

en
 d

ir
ec

to
ry

 

LD
A

P
 

W
eb

-b
as

e
 

D
es

kt
o

p
-b

as
e

 

iO
S-

b
as

e
 

A
P

I-
SD

K
 

P
er

fo
rm

an
ce

 

B
at

te
ry

 L
if

e
 

M
em

o
ry

 

Lo
ca

te
 a

n
d

 m
ap

 

ca
m

er
a 

re
m

o
va

b
le

 m
ed

ia
 c

ar
d

 

in
fr

ar
ed

 

B
lu

et
o

o
th

 

W
i-

Fi
 

for Mobile 

27 Kaseya                                 

28 
LANDesk Mobility 
Manager 1 0 0 

  1   1 
                

1 

29 Lightspeed 1 1 1 1                       1 

30 MacAfee 1 0 1 1 0   0                 1 

31 
ManageEngine Desktop 
Central 1 0 0 

1 0   0 
                

1 

32 
Mformation Enterprise 
Manager 1 0 1 

1 0   1 
                

1 

33 
Midpoints 
mobile.profiler 1 1 1 

1 1 0 0 
                

1 

34 Mobile Active Defense   1 1                           

35 MobileEther MDM 1 1 1 1                       1 

36 MobileIron 1 1 1 1 0   1     0   1 0   1 1 

37 
MobileNX enterprise 
Suite 1 1 1 

1 0   0 
                

1 

38 NotifyMDM 1 0 1 1 0   0                 1 

39 
NuVizz enterprise 
MDM  1 1 1 

1       
                

1 

40 OpenPeak                                 

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile       1                       1 

42 ProMDM 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

43 PUSHMANAGER 1 0 0 1 0   1                 1 

44 Relution 1   1 1   1 1                 1 

45 Robot Cloud 1 1 1 1 0 1 1                 1 

46 Sophos Mobile Control  1 1 1 1 0 1 1                 1 

47 SOTI MobiControl 1 1 1 1 1   1     1   1 1   1 1 

48 Sybase  1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

49 Symantec and Odyssey       1 1         1   1 1   0 1 

50 SyncShield 1   1 1 0   1                 1 

51 Tangoe 1 1 1 1 0   0                 1 

52 TARMAC 1 1 1 1 0   1                 1 

53 Xenmobile 1 1 1 1 1   1                 1 
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Appendix 9: MDM Policy Management Table 

Information about Policy Management of MDM solutions. Number 1 in table means 

Yes and related application will support that specific criteria and Number 0 means No. 

Places that are blank mean that there was not enough data accessible in online resources 

or official websites. 

 

Detect 1 Detect OS platforms and version and applications 

Detect 2 Detect iOS jail-broken devices and rooted Android devices 

Detect 3 Restrict or access from noncompliant devices to corporate servers (e.g., email) 

Detect 4 Restrict downloadable applications through whitelists and blacklists 

Detect 5 Monitor access to app stores and application downloads 

Detect 6 Monitor access to Web services 

Detect 7 Roaming Alert 

 
 

  Category Policy Management 

  Sub category   

  

MDM solution 

D
et

ec
t 

1
 

D
et

ec
t 

2
 

D
et

ec
t 

3
 

D
et

ec
t 

4
 

D
et

ec
t 

5
 

D
et

e
ct

 6
 

D
et

ec
t 

7
 

1 2X MDM         1   0 

2 4app             1 

3 Absolute Manage 0 1 1 1   1 1 

4 AirWatch   1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Amtel MDM   1 1 1   1 1 

6 APPBlade             1 

7 Apple Profile Manager     1 1   1 0 

8 AppTec360 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

9 AppTrack     1 1   1   

10 Auralis             1 

11 BoxTone & Good Technology   1         1 

12 Casper Suite     1 1   1 1 

13 Centrify DirectControl for Mobile     1 1   1 1 

14 CheckMyApps             0 

15 Cisco Meraki System Manager     1     1 1 

16 Codeproof     1 1   1 1 

17 Cortado     1 0   1 1 

18 CREA MDM     1 1   1 1 

19 DeviceLink     1 1   1 1 

20 DIALOGS smartMan Device             1 

21 Endpoint Protector MDM     1 1   1 1 

22 Excitor             1 

23 Fancyfon     1 1   1 0 

24 Fiberlink  MaaS360     1 1   1 1 

25 FileWave     1 1   1   
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  Category Policy Management 

  Sub category   

  

MDM solution 

D
et

ec
t 

1
 

D
et

ec
t 

2
 

D
et

ec
t 

3
 

D
et

ec
t 

4
 

D
et

ec
t 

5
 

D
et

e
ct

 6
 

D
et

ec
t 

7
 

26 IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile             0 

27 Kaseya               

28 LANDesk Mobility Manager             1 

29 Lightspeed               

30 MacAfee             0 

31 ManageEngine Desktop Central             1 

32 Mformation Enterprise Manager             0 

33 Midpoints mobile.profiler     1 1   1 1 

34 Mobile Active Defense               

35 MobileEther MDM             1 

36 MobileIron     1 1   1 1 

37 MobileNX enterprise Suite             1 

38 NotifyMDM             1 

39 NuVizz enterprise MDM              1 

40 OpenPeak               

41 Optimal Biz for Mobile               

42 ProMDM     1 1   1 1 

43 PUSHMANAGER       1   1 1 

44 Relution     1 1   1 1 

45 Robot Cloud     1 1   1 1 

46 Sophos Mobile Control      1 1   1 1 

47 SOTI MobiControl             1 

48 Sybase              1 

49 Symantec and Odyssey             1 

50 SyncShield   0         0 

51 Tangoe             1 

52 TARMAC     1 1   1 1 

53 Xenmobile   0 1 1   1 1 
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Appendix 10: MCDM Method List 

 

The following MCDM methods that many of them are implemented by specialized 

decision-making software:  

 

1. Aggregated Indices Randomization Method (AIRM) 

2. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

3. Analytic network process (ANP) 

4. Data envelopment analysis 

5. Decision EXpert (DEX) 

6. Disaggregation – Aggregation Approaches (UTA*, UTAII, UTADIS) 

7. Dominance-based rough set approach (DRSA) 

8. ELECTRE (Outranking) 

9. Fuzzy VIKOR method 

10. Goal programming 

11. Grey relational analysis (GRA) 

12. Inner product of vectors (IPV) 

13. Measuring Attractiveness by a categorical Based Evaluation Technique 

(MACBETH) 

14. Multi-Attribute Global Inference of Quality (MAGIQ) 

15. Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) 

16. Multi-attribute value theory (MAVT) 

17. New Approach to Appraisal (NATA) 

18. Nonstructural Fuzzy Decision Support System (NSFDSS) 

19. Potentially all pairwise rankings of all possible alternatives (PAPRIKA) 

20. PROMETHEE (Outranking) 

21. Superiority and inferiority ranking method (SIR method) 

22. Technique for the Order of Prioritisation by Similarity to Ideal Solution 

(TOPSIS) 

23. The evidential reasoning approach (ER) 

24. Value analysis (VA) 

25. Value engineering (VE) 

26. VIKOR method 

27. Weighted product model (WPM) 

28. Weighted sum model (WSM)[37] 
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Appendix 11: Sources of Mobile Threats [52] 

 

Threat Source Description 

Botnet operators 

 

Botnet administrators use malware 

disseminated to expansive quantities of 

cell phones and other electronic 

frameworks to arrange remotely controlled 

assaults on sites and to appropriate 

phishing plans, spam, and further malware 

assaults on individual cell phones. 

Cyber criminals  

 

Cyber criminals by and large assault cell 

phones for money related increase. They 

may utilize spam, phishing, and 

spyware/malware to get access to the data 

put away on a gadget, which they then use 

to submit fraud, online extortion, and 

machine coercion. Likewise, worldwide 

criminal associations represent a danger to 

enterprises, government offices, and 

different organizations by assaulting cell 

phones to lead modern secret activities and 

substantial scale fiscal and licensed 

innovation burglary. 

Foreign governments  

 

Foreign intelligence administrations may 

assault cell phones as a component of their 

data get-together and secret activities 

exercises. Outside governments may 

create data fighting tenet, projects, and 

capacities that could upset the inventory 

network, versatile correspondences, and 

monetary frameworks that help country 

security and national protection. 

Hackers  

 

Hackers may assault cell phones to show 

their expertise or addition distinction in the 

programmer group. While hacking once 

obliged a considerable measure of ability 

or machine learning, programmers can 

now download assault scripts and 

conventions from the Internet and 

effectively dispatch them against cell 

phones. 

Terrorists  

 

Terrorists may look to annihilate, 

debilitate, or abuse basic bases, for 

example, versatile systems, to undermine 

national security, debilitate the U.s. 

economy, or harm open confidence and 

certainty. Terrorists might additionally 

utilize phishing plans or spyware/malware 

to produce supports or assemble delicate 

data from cell phones.  
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Appendix 12: Common Mobile Device Attacks [53] 

 

Attacks Description 

Browser exploits   
 

These endeavors are intended to exploit 

vulnerabilities in programming used to get to sites. 

Going by certain website pages and/or clicking on 

specific hyperlinks can trigger program abuses that 

introduce malware or perform other antagonistic 

activities on a cell phone. 

 

Data interception  

 

Data interception can happen when an aggressor is 

listening in on interchanges starting from or being 

sent to a cell phone. Electronic listening in is 

conceivable through different systems, for example, 

(1) man-in-the-middle assaults, which happen when 

a cell phone interfaces with an unsecured Wifi 

system and an assailant catches and adjusts the 

correspondence; and (2) Wifi sniffing, which 

happens when information are sent to or from a 

gadget over an unsecured (i.e., not encoded) system 

association, permitting a spy to "listen to" and record 

the data that is traded. 

 

Keystroke logging  

 

This is a sort of malware that records keystrokes on 

cell phones keeping in mind the end goal to catch all 

data, for example, charge card numbers. For the most 

part keystroke lumberjacks transmit the data they 

catch to a digital criminal's site or email address. 

 

Malware  

 

Malware is regularly covered as a diversion, patch, 

utility, or other valuable outsider programming 

application. Malware can incorporate spyware 

(programming that is furtively introduced to 

accumulate data on people or associations without 

their insight), infections (a program that can 

duplicate itself and taint the portable framework 

without authorization or learning of the client), and 

Trojans (a sort of malware that guises itself as or 

shrouds itself inside a true blue document). Once 

introduced, malware can launch an extensive variety 

of assaults and spread itself onto different gadgets. 

The vindictive application can perform a mixed bag 

of capacities, including getting to area data and other 

delicate data, picking up read/compose access to the 

client's perusing history, and also launching phone 

calls, initiating the gadget's amplifier or Polaroid to 

surreptitiously record data, and downloading 

different pernicious applications. Repackaging—the 

procedure of adjusting an authentic application to 
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Attacks Description 

embed pernicious code—is one strategy that an 

aggressor can utilized 

Unauthorized location tracking  

 

Location tracking permits the whereabouts of 

enlisted cell phones to be known and checked. While 

it is possible unabashedly for true blue purposes, it 

might additionally occur surreptitiously. Area 

information may be gotten through honest to 

goodness programming applications and malware 

stacked on the client's cell phone. 

 

Network exploits  

 

Network explits programming imperfections in the 

framework that works on nearby (e.g., Bluetooth, 

Wifi) or cell systems. System misuses regularly can 

succeed without any client collaboration, making 

them particularly risky when used to naturally 

engender malware. With extraordinary devices, 

assailants can discover clients on a Wifi system, 

commandeer the clients' certifications, and utilize 

those qualifications to imitate a client on the web. 

An alternate conceivable assault, known as 

bluesnarfing, empowers assailants to get access to 

contact information by abusing a product 

imperfection in a Bluetooth-empowered gadget. 

Phishing  

 

Phishing is a trick that as often as possible uses 

email or pop-up messages to hoodwink individuals 

into uncovering delicate data. Web con artists use 

email lure to "phish" for passwords and monetary 

data from portable clients and other Internet clients. 

 

Spamming  

 

Spam is spontaneous business email publicizing for 

items, administrations, and sites. Spam can 

additionally be utilized as a conveyance component 

for noxious programming. Spam can show up in 

instant messages and additionally electronic mail. 

Other than the disservice of erasing spam, clients 

may face charges for undesirable instant messages. 

Spam can likewise be utilized for phishing 

endeavors. 

 

Spoofing  

 

Attackers may make fake sites to copy or "satire" 

real destinations and now and again may utilize the 

deceitful locales to disseminate malware to cell 

phones. Email caricaturing happens when the sender 

location and different parts of an email header are 

adjusted to show up just as the email started from an 

alternate source. Caricaturing shrouds the root of an 

email message. Satirize messages may contain 

malware. 

Theft/loss  

 

Due to their little size and use outside the workplace, 

cell phones could be less demanding to lose or take 
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than a smart phone or record book machine. On the 

off chance that cell phones are lost or stolen, it might 

be generally simple to get access to the data they 

store. 

 

Zero-day exploit  

 

A zero-day adventure exploits a security 

helplessness before an upgrade for the weakness is 

accessible. By composing an adventure for an 

obscure helplessness, the aggressor makes a potential 

risk on the grounds that cell phones by and large 

won't have programming patches to keep the 

endeavor from succeeding. 
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